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ABSTRACT 
Tourism has always been a key player regarding the economy growth of each 
country and an early embedder of new technological advancements. Moreover, 
Tourist attractions have mainly been the reason why travelers choose a destination 
because people have the tendency to share their experiences and opinions, affecting 
the choices of the others. Due to the wide use of Internet and social media platforms 
the communication between people is continuous and sharing opinions about 
everything that happens, searching online information, services or products as well 
as reading and writing reviews has dominated people’s everyday lives. This is when 
Google first noticed that there was a change in decision making process and a new 
step was introduced the Zero Moment of Truth (ZMoT) which describes the online 
search conducting before reaching a decision. At the same time, another new mega 
trend draw the attention, known as the evolution of the Internet, the Internet of 
Things (IoT) which refers to the interconnectivity of devices and objects, using 
current technology, transforming them into smart objects in order to interact with 
people and enable their everyday life. In this study we will try to connect these two 
new phenomena trying to understand what the future of online searching will be 
within an IoT ecosystem in tourist attractions. 
 
Key words: Tourist attractions, Zero Moment of Truth, Internet of Things, online 
search 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Tourism has always been an important industry for many countries and has always 
attracted the interest of both businessmen and ordinary people. The World Travel 
and Tourism Council reports that Travel & Tourism’s contribution to world GDP grew 
for the fifth consecutive year in 2014, rising to 9.8% of world GDP, Gross Domestic 
Product (US$7.6 trillion). The sector now supports nearly 277 million people in 
employment and the forecast for 2015 shows continuing growing rates. 
Governments have always paid attention and invested huge amounts of money on 
campaigns that could increase tourists and bring more money in their country. The 
advancements in technology and the appearance of the Internet have been a useful 
tool for the tourism industry. Nowadays, a lot of campaigns are running online, 
people can conduct online research regarding their holiday destination or business 
trip and a lot of applications have been designed, enabling people to find 
information and make up their minds about their final purchase. It is apparent that 
tourism is a domain where people experience their Zero Moment of Truth without 
even understanding that they undergo this process and a promising field of 
application as far as IoT is concerned.     
The Zero Moment of Truth, or ZMOT, is a new mental model developed by Google 
that describes a revolution in the way consumers search for information online and 
make decisions about products and services. It is a new step in the decision making 
process and was first introduced by Lecinski (2011). The Internet and the social 
media is a great environment where customers can find information for every 
product or service and the ideal place for ZMoT to blossom. Similar study (Moran et 
al, 2014) reports that the appearance of electronic Word of Mouth (e-WoM) has also 
a strong impact on customers because they can be influenced by the shareable 
experiences and information found on-line.    
Despite the significance of ZMoT in decision making process, the emerging Internet  
of Things has also raised discussion. It is the evolution of internet based on the 
concept of interconnecting devices, transforming them into “smart objects” in order 
to enable our everyday lives as Chandrakanth et al (2014) stressed. Having grabbed 
the attention, ZMoT and IoT have been under careful study by marketing executives 
and companies. Experts have started analyzing them, trying to adopt them and open 
a new era in the industrial field. Finding and winning the ZMoT is the key to attract 
more customers and strategies are being built under this direction. Additionally, 
early IoT projects have been created and applied in many fields, depicting the life in 
the future. Although it is obvious that these two phenomena are lying under the 
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same umbrella, there has never been a correlation between them in order to analyze 
if search will be meaningful in an IoT ecosystem. 
The objective of the dissertation is t to understand what the future holds for 
traditional on-line search engines. Upon researching and reflecting on the emerging 
Internet of Things (IoT), taking into account the role of underlying technologies 
(sensors, RFID, GPS, EPC), and apply these lessons-learned to with the intent to come 
up with some conclusions regarding the significance of ZMoT in such environments.  
 Spanning five chapters, you will be able to have a picture about ZMoT, IoT, their co-
existence and future regarding the Tourism industry. The second chapter gives the 
background, what has been done so far in these fields of interest. The following two 
chapters refer to research methodology and analysis where the research strategy 
and approach are explained and the results of both quantitative and qualitative 
research are presented. In the last two chapters, there are the findings and a 
discussion about the future of ZMoT in an IoT, giving answers and explaining the 
outcome in a more detailed way. Additionally, there will be an overview of the whole 
thesis and coming up with some conclusions and suggestions for further research as 
well as setting the limitations in order this case study to be valid. Last but not Least a 
model is presented which shows the most important outcomes of this thesis. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Tourism Industry 
2.1.1 Background Analysis 
Tourism Industry has always attracted the attention of governments, market experts 
but also travelers. Literature indicates (Lew ,1987; Virtesso ,2000) that people have 
always been interested in exploring new places, learning about other cultures and 
looking for experiences different from their everyday life. Based on the same 
research, people have always wanted to meet great satisfaction and fulfill their 
expectations after their trip because they had spent a great amount of money and 
leisure time in order to satisfy their needs.   
Apart from the entertaining aspect, Tourism has always been part of the economic 
growth of a country so both governments and marketers considered it to be of 
outmost importance as Brida & Risso(2009) and Tang & Tan (2013) stressed. Along 
similar lines, Kumar et al (2014) argues that facilities such as hotels, restaurants, 
amusements parks have been built through the years, museums and historic sites 
have been renovated but also new services have been designed to enhance 
travelling experience and give boost to the economy. Recent research (Ritchie and 
Crouch ,2005; Webster et al, 2014) claims that Tourism has been a perishable 
product and as a result advertisement campaigns and marketing strategies have 
been built in order to attract more tourists and increase the competitiveness. Based 
on the same study, successful promotion of a place and its attractions can transform 
it into one of the most popular destinations. 
Until recent years, tour operators and travel magazines have dominated the Industry 
as Xiang et al (2014) stressed. They used to be the main source of information 
suggesting popular destinations and promising unforgettable experiences to its 
potential customers. Furthermore, Word-of-Mouth (WoM) was a key factor in 
promoting a place. Data from several studies (Lewis & Chambers, 2000; Litvin et al, 
2007) suggest that Tourism and hospitality are not tangible products so they cannot 
be evaluated before a visitor actually go and have the whole experience. As a result, 
people who have already visited a place usually communicate their experience and 
their opinion often affects and possibly, directs other potential visitors to a certain 
decision as cited by Hawkins et al., 2004. Because of the advancement of technology, 
new sources of information have appeared such as the Internet and new ways of 
exchanging opinions through social media platforms are now dominant and affect 
almost every decision that people are about to make.    
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2.1.2 Tourism: Internet and Applications 
Technology advancements and the dominance of the Internet in every aspect of 
everyday life have also affected tourists and the whole industry itself. Pursuant Xiang 
et al (2014), as the Internet has become to evolve, new business practices appeared 
and new opportunities have been created. Evidence from the same study shows that 
most travel agencies have adopted the Internet as a marketing tool and created 
websites provided direct access to both travelers and suppliers. As a consequence, 
mostly travelers have adopted this way of communication and the number of people 
visiting a website significantly increased. For instance, as tripadvisor.com reports 
almost 57 million users visit the site at a daily basis and nearly 2800 posts are written 
in its forums every day. Along with the travel agencies, almost every tourism 
organization had designed a website by the early 2000s, providing an “electronic 
brochure” and other services such as hotel reservations, search and tour 
suggestions, transforming their official page as the main source of information for 
potential visitors as cited by Zach et al (2010). 
Although the Internet has become the main source of information for many 
potential customers and the Industry have complied with the current trends, other 
platforms have appeared the so called social media platforms which created new 
needs to users. Data from several sources (Litvin et al, 2014; Kiralova et al, 2015) 
shows that people have the tendency to exchange opinions and their experiences 
with other people online. Furthermore, the electronic Word of Mouth (eWoM), 
which can be defined as the informal communication of the customers via Internet 
and it is related to the usage or characteristics of products and services, have 
emerged, become dominant and affected the Tourism Industry as well, as Litvin et al 
(2014) stressed. Along similar lines, Gulbahar et al (2015) argues that people mostly 
use the social media during the travel planning and their decision making process 
can be affected by what they have read. As a result, the websites’ informative 
character and the services provided did not fulfill the visitors’ expectations so the 
website’s administrators took advantage of the social media and gave the 
opportunity to their users to read and write reviews, rate attractions and facilities, 
comment either positively or negatively on their whole travel experience within the 
website or in travel forums as cited by O’conor (2008). In this way, the websites have 
managed to help their users have a great deal of satisfaction from the services 
offered but also  better planning framework  so they can have the best experience 
possible after their trip. 
Nowadays, the wide use of smart devices has led the travel agencies and the 
companies related to tourism to develop compatible applications. Data from several 
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studies (Xiang et al, 2014; Sigala et al, 2012) indicates that most people use their 
smartphone or tablet during the travel planning process but also during their trip 
where they have a continue and interactive communication with other people. 
Furthermore, technologies such as GPS, photography and the wireless Internet give 
the opportunity to travelers to control their travel experiences by updating their 
profiles, reading and writing comments and changing their decisions based on what 
they have already read. Consequently, travelers have transformed into the central 
player in tourism and travel industry.  
It has been reported (Yadav et al, 2015; Kaplan, 2012) that companies introduced 
applications as the descendant of the websites and a more effective way to gather 
information about customers in order to provide advanced products/services but 
also plan more efficient marketing strategies. Base on the same studies, companies 
should be present in user’s life but avoiding being annoying, design applications 
more concentrated on user’s interests and preferences and keep them involved 
trough the continuous conversations on the social media platforms. 
The variety of applications provided in tourism is unprecedented. There are 
applications for hotel or restaurant reservations, giving suggestions about attractions 
and activities, fights and car booking and transportation related ones. Here are some 
examples of popular mobile applications and the number of people have 
downloaded which is an indicator of how popular and dominant have become in this 
sector. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 1: Smartphone applications 
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2.1.3 Tourist Attractions  
Tourist attractions can be defined as all those elements that can draw travelers away 
from their homes as stressed by Lew (1987). The same study reports that tourist 
attractions consist of historic places, entertainment activities, natural landscapes but 
also services such as cruises, resorts and hotels or restaurants. Pursuant Richards 
(2002), they are the reason why travelers visit a particular destination and the 
experiences they want to acquire. Based on the same article, the choices of the 
attractions visited do not only depend on the interests or preferences of the visitor 
but also in the quality of design, infrastructure and services provided in the 
attraction. Shoval et al (2003) argues that the choice of the attraction is directly 
connected to the income of the tourist as low-income visitors usually choose the 
most popular attractions while the higher-income ones tend to visit less-visited 
places. 
 Nowadays, whichever the destination and the attractions the travelers will choose, 
they will first look for information prior to their decision. In addition, the extensive 
use of the Internet and smart devices will enable this process but also provide the 
visitors with information about other people’s experiences through the social media 
platforms, affecting their decision making process. Consequently, it is clear that 
Tourism is an early receiver of changes both in technology but also in decision 
making process.    
2.2 Zero Moment of Truth (ZMoT) 
2.2.1 Background and Philosophy 
Customers used to experience different steps known as Moments of Truth during  
their decision making process. The Classic Marketing Model includes three steps in 
decision making: the stimulus, the shelf and the experience as Lofgren et al(2008) 
stressed. The term First Moment of Truth, first introduced by Procter & Gamble 
(2006), occurs inside the store and refers to these moments when the customer 
stands in front of the shelf and decides whether he buys a product or not and which 
brand he will choose as cited by Lecinski (2011). According to the same study the 
Second Moment of Truth describes the experience after the purchase decision when 
the customer returns home and consumes the product. It has been reported (Moran 
et al,2014;Lecinski,2011;Ritchie) that this model fails to capture the technology 
advancements and the current shopping trends which open a new area in decision 
making process. 
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Figure 2. Classic Marketing Model 
 
The gap between the stimulus and the FMoT has been fulfilled by what is called Zero 
Moment of Truth (ZMoT) as first introduced by Lecinski (2011) in “Winning the Zero 
Moment of Truth”. ZMoT describes the on-line research that customers conduct 
before buying a product. Recent research indicates (Lysik et al,2014) that the wide 
spread of social media platforms and internet provides an ideal environment for the 
blossom of ZMoT. Nowadays, people can search a product in their favourite search 
engine, compare it with similar ones, exchange opinions and experiences with other 
people in order to make the best decision possible. Along similar lines, Moran et 
al(2014) argues that the appearance  of electronic word of mouth (e-WoM) has also 
a strong impact on customers’ decision and plays a significant role in ZMoT. Data 
from several sources (Łysik et al,2014; Moran et al,2014) suggest that people are 
more than willing to share their experiences with other people online and they can 
be easily influenced by the reviews, ratings and opinions of others. Because of the 
wide use of “smart” devices such as smartphones or tablets, this process can actually 
take place when the customer is inside the store, in front of the shelf and he can 
change his decision within few seconds. Research conducted by Google indicates 
that 84% of the shoppers used information derived from ZMoT which are more than 
from a stimulus or FMoT. According to Literature (Aichner,2012; Lenciski,2011), 
ZMoT grabbed the attention of marketing executives and companies and it has been 
understood that it is of foremost importance to include it in their strategies if they 
want to keep up with current trends and remain competitive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. New Marketing Model 
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2.2.2 Winning the ZMoT 
Marketing strategies and ad campaigns used to be built based on how to win the 
First and Second Moments of Truth as cited in Lofgen’s article (2008). However, 
consumer behavior has changed over the last years and successful companies have 
already understood that the message conveyed by their brand is not the key to 
success any more. On the contrary, being present during the discussion is the key 
now and ZMoT is taking place exactly when and where discussion is raised by 
customers. Experts (Lenciski,2011; Canon,2012) suggest some steps in order 
marketing executives to win ZMoT. Finding and winning their individual ZMoT will 
give them the opportunity to be present during discussion and co-operate with their 
customers. Based on the same study, the online marketing should be under 
continuous control and not reviewed in specific periods of time because things can 
change within few minutes. As a result, people in charge for ZMoT should be able to 
act fast, change what is not good or does not fit to their brand, optimize their ZMoT 
so as to increase efficiency. Although ZMoT is the present, Lecinski (2011) stressed 
that in the future Moments of Thruth will be merged and one’s SMoT can be the 
other’s ZMoT or FMoT. The ZMoT is the new challenge for experts and a new 
valuable marketing tool. Yet, there is no further research which examines the 
importance of searching and how the same framework can be applied in a new 
developing ecosystem such as IoT, particularly in the field of tourism.    
 
2.3 Internet of Things (IoT) 
2.3.1 IoT: The new mega-trend 
The phrase Internet of Things, which was coined by Kevin Ashton (1999), refers to 
the interconnection of machines and devices able to interact with each other as well 
as with people. IoT is opening a new era of the Internet, beyond the use of 
computers, smartphones and tablets, where many everyday exiting objects that 
surround us are becoming “smarter” and information and communication systems 
are embedded in our environments as stressed by Gubbi et al (2013). By 2020, 
Garner (2014) estimates that about 26 billion units will be connected and IoT will 
spread in every aspect of our lives from household to almost every business field.  
Due to technological advancements, large amounts of data and information can be 
transferred and shared, enabling the accomplishment of the IoT vision. Recent 
research (Gubbi et al,2013; Chen et al,2012) indicates that a physical object can be 
transformed into “smart” one by integrating existing technology.  As a result, IoT can 
have a wide range of application and gives us the opportunity to monitor, control 
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and truck devices without physical evidence but via our smartphones, tablets or 
inside the car, enabling our lives and saving us time.  
2.3.2 Technology and IoT 
 The technological deployments have a crucial role in the accomplishment of an IoT 
ecosystem. Without the use of the existing technologies none of the applications 
could be a reality. Such technologies are RFID, WSN, GPS or Cloud Computing.  
Radio Frequency identification (RFID) is a technology of design microchips that 
allows the automatic identification of things where they are attached as cited by Lee 
et al (2015). Based on Literature evidence (Gubbi et al,2013; Lee et al,2015; Marshal 
et al,2014) there are two categories: passive RFID ad active RFID readers. The first 
ones are not battery powered which is the reason why they can be used in many 
applications such as transportation or access control. On the other hand, the active 
RFID readers have their own battery supply and are usually used in containers to 
monitor cargo.  
Because of technological advances, low-cost, low-power miniature sensor- equipped 
devices have been introduced in order to enable data collection, storage and analysis 
of information as stated by Lee e al (2015). Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are 
used in cold chain logistics but also in tracking and maintenance systems. These 
sensors can cooperate with RFID systems to have a better result in tracking things 
and could be very useful in an IoT environment because they can enable the devices 
to collect data and store them. 
Cloud computing is a technology which allows the storage of data and information 
digitally and without human intervention as Borgia (2014) stressed. Recent research 
(Lee et al,2015) indicates that cloud computing can be applied in IoT environments 
because in such applications, enormous amount of data is collected by devices 
connected to the Internet so they require massive data storage, huge processing 
speed to enable real-time decision making Using this technology, data and 
information can be stored in the cloud and retrieved from the devices whenever is 
needed.  
Last but not least, Global Positioning System, widely known as GPS, is a very 
important technology used in many fields. It is known that GPS technology was first 
designed for military purposes but then was widely used for non-military 
applications. Data from different studies (Mitsis et al,2002; Maurya et al, 2012)) 
indicate that GPS method uses satellite signals to determine the receiver’s location, 
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direction, speed or time. Such tracking technologies have been used in many fields 
such as the transportation systems, medical and environmental field but also in 
assisting and navigating certain groups of people for instance visually impaired as 
cited by Shoval et al (2013). According to the same study, GPS is used in Tourism 
Industry as well, enabling tourists indentify their accurate location, navigate and find 
tourist attractions. Because GPS devices can record the data of the tourists’ 
movement, they can provide information about arriving and departures times, the 
attractions visited, when they visited these sights, the duration of their visit and in 
what order. Consequently, all these data can be analyzed and give important 
information about a potential change in tourist behavior and give incentives to use 
this technology in other ways in order to advance the travel experience. 
2.3.3 Opportunities and Challenges in IoT ecosystem 
The appearance of IoT and the use of different technologies have raised discussion 
over the opportunities and the challenges that can emerge by adopting such 
environments. 
 Recent Literature (Mioradi et al (2012); Atzori et al (2014) indicates that IoT vision 
provides paramount opportunities for manufacturers, companies and users because 
it can be applicable in many sectors for instance environmental monitoring, health 
care, home support, inventory and product management but also surveillance and 
tourism. Pursuant to Mykhopadhyay et al (2014), the interconnection of devices in 
such an environment can increase the reliability, efficiency and sustainability 
because of the improved access of information. Along similar lines, Haller et al 
(2009) reports that better control and management of business processes can be 
achieved using the data gathered in real-time. Furthermore, collecting and analyzing 
these real-time analytics can contribute to generating new strategies and predictions 
based on more accurate criteria. The technology available can also offers a lot of 
advantages because of the low cost, flexibility, installation and replacement, giving 
an extra motivation to manufacturers to adopt it. The users are also benefited from 
the application of the IoT as it will enable their everyday life and activities as cited by 
Miorani (2012). This responsive environment will easily interact with the users, 
fulfilling their needs more automatically and in real time, saving them time, energy 
and effort.   
Despite the large scale of advantages offered, the IoT vision still faces some 
obstacles. Different technologies are used to gather, process and transmit data in an 
IoT ecosystem. It is apparent that an enormous effort is required to combine all 
these different ‘‘forces’’ as cited by Borgia (2014). Recent research (Marshal et al, 
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2014) indicates that although security and privacy issues have been addressed for 
over a decade, further investigations and improvements are needed in order to 
apply and extend security and privacy to smart objects. The same study reports that 
in IoT, physical objects are vulnerable to a large number of attacks, and thus it is 
critical to ensure its security at different levels, from the object level, by complying 
with the protocols, up to the application level. Pursuant Sicari et al (2013) privacy of 
users is of outmost importance in such a sharing environment and authentication, 
authorization and access control are vital to ensure secure communication.  Weber 
(2010) raised discussion over security and privacy needs regarding the IoT. The 
discussion includes suggestions for using Privacy Enhancing technologies (PET) to 
increase security and privacy in RFID based systems like the IoT. Along similar lines, 
Oriwoh et al (2013) argues that the enormous amount of connected devices would 
definitely create some control concerns for governments and privacy concerns for 
citizens. 
2.3.4 IoT Applications 
IoT is an environment where a wide range of applications can be applied. Using the 
technology deployments and transforming the ordinary objects into “smart” ones, 
many domains and environments can be improved resulting in the advancement of 
our quality of living. Based on Literature research (Atzori et al,2010) there are four 
main categories: i) Transportation and Logistics , ii)Healthcare , iii) Smart 
environment (home, office, plant) and iv) Personal and Social. On the other hand, 
there is another classification (Borgia 2014,) which identifies three major domains: i) 
Industrial domain, ii) Smart City domain and iii) Health well-being domain. As it is 
shown in the following figure, each of these fields has many subcategories and some 
of them are also lying under different domains. As far as the Industrial domain is 
concerned, it consists of i) Logistics and Product linetime management, ii) Agriculture 
and Breeding and iii) Industrial processing with every one of the subcategories has 
also subdivisions, giving more specific applications. The Health and Well-being 
domain includes two main subcategories; the Medical and Health care but also the 
Independent living which mostly refers to applications helping special groups of 
people such as the elderly or the disabled leading an independent life which could 
not be possible without the use of an IoT ecosystem.   
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 Figure 4. IoT application domains  
Last but not least is the Smart City domain. It includes four main categories of 
application; Public safety and environmental monitoring, Smart home/building, 
Smart grid and Smart Mobility and Smart Tourism. Smart tourism is also one of the 
most popular and possible fields that IoT can be successfully applied. As shown in 
the above figure, Smart Tourism consists of traffic managing, multi- modal 
transportation, road condition monitoring as well as parking system, payment 
systems and entertainment/ tour guide services. There are two cases of 
implementing IoT and Smart city applications in Brussels and in China. 
 In the first case of Brussels, it has been reported (Walravens, 2014) that although 
the city of Brussels is considered to be the heart of Europe and little has been done 
in the field of smartifying the services provided. The article suggests improvements 
in terms of connectivity and wireless Internet but also embracing the open data 
policy. Although, the city provides services applying in opening data such as Wi-Fi 
regions, GPS information in many formats and parking lot for disabled people, more 
innovative services should be designed. Furthermore, little has been done in 
transforming the services into more citizen-oriented. There are applications where 
the user can report an issue happening in public space but improvements should be 
undertaken in that sector, too. Although Brussels have made significant steps in 
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advancing the services provided and upgrading the city into a smarter one, there are 
still more opportunities and the cost is not that heavy. 
On the other hand, IoT and smart tourism is a trend that will definitely dominated 
the Chinese cities as cited by Gyo et al (2014). There have been some attempts from 
some cities to apply IoT in tourism sector and some ideas on the technological 
structure of IoT and the extension of smart tourism industries. In this project, some 
scholars introduced examples of IoT such as a real-time positioning system which can 
identify the exact location of the visitor and mark it on specific maps that can 
exchange information (eg alarm alerts) as well as a model of commodity information 
system and in the following figure are presented some examples of smart tourism 
mobile information devices. Based on the same article, IoT can open new dimensions 
in this sector in terms of tourist convenience and future application can involve 
intelligent hotel management, intelligent ticketing and touring and video monitoring. 
Last but not least, it is mentioned that these methods require the proper 
infrastructure in the cities and the technology that is needed, which is applicable in 
this case because China could easily embrace the emerging IoT environments in 
tourism and boost it economy. 
  
Figure 5. Smart Mobile informational devices 
Although the Tourism industry is trying to adopt and take advantage of current 
technology by developing a large number of applications which enable tourists find 
out about almost everything regarding their destination, little has been done in 
tourist attractions where an IoT will be a great environment to advance the services 
provided and online search is strongly connected to them. 
2.4 ZMoT in an IoT ecosystem 
Zero Moment of Truth, as mentioned above, is a new theory which explains the 
online research that the customers conduct before taking almost every of their 
decisions. Furthermore, IoT paradigm is gaining more and more attention and early 
applications are being introduced, depicting life in the future. Although executives 
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are trying to find and win their ZMoT while IoT promises a new era in everyday life as 
well as in many other fields, there has never been a correlation between these two 
phenomena and if they can co-exist. In order to understand and find out what is the 
future of search in an IoT environment, particularly in the Tourism Industry, an 
investigation is needed. In this thesis, the research will be organized by collecting, 
analyzing and summarizing the data needed for the investigation. As mentioned 
before, these two phenomena are promising the future and their co-existence is a 
significant topic for study. A lot of researches have been conducted with regard to 
IoT and its applications. Furthermore, a large number of articles refer to ZMoT and 
its importance for the companies but there is no research analyzing the combination 
of them. As a result, the main purpose of this research is to examine if searching will 
be essential in tourism using IoT applications. It can be accomplished by conducting 
qualitative and quantitative research, aggregating information about people’s 
opinion and reaction to this new environment, analyzing the data and draw useful 
conclusions.  
 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Research Approach 
In order to explore successfully what is the future of ZMoT in an IoT environment in 
the Tourism Industry, a case study strategy is used because it investigates a problem, 
examines the possible solutions and proposes the most effective one based on the 
evidence found. Furthermore, the approach chosen is the phenomenological 
approach which confronts a topic as a phenomenon and investigates it from 
different perspectives as literature review (Standal et al, 2013; Cilesiz, 2010) 
indicates. There will be a mix-method research; both a primary and a secondary 
research. The secondary research refers to the evidence found in the existent 
Literature which is relevant to the problem under examination. The primary one 
consists of i) Qualitative (non-statistical) research which refers to the interviews 
taken from people who travel and visit tourist attractions and ii) Quantitative 
(statistical) which includes a questionnaire that has been structured based on the 
results of the qualitative one. Then there will be triangulation of data which means 
that the results of the questionnaire are used in conjunction with the outcome of the 
qualitative research and the Literature Review in order for the data to be validated. 
Along similar lines, Saunders et al (2009) suggests case study strategy as the one 
appropriate for triangulation of data. The whole process is shown to the following 
figure which describes briefly how a phenomenological approach can be conducted. 
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Figure 5. Methodology: Phenomenological approach 
 
3.2 Research Strategy    
In this chapter, there will be a detailed explanation of what steps are followed in 
order to examine the problem and give possible answers to the research question. 
First of all, a secondary research has been conducted which refers to the Literature 
Review. Scientific articles, papers and case studies are used to understand what has 
been done so far regarding ZMoT, IoT and Tourism Industry. In order to find scientific 
evidence, a search was conducted in scientific sites such as Science Direct, Google 
Scholar and Science Daily using the following key words: ZMoT, winning the ZMoT, 
IoT, tourism, IoT application, IoT technology, IoT in Tourism/Transportation, tourism 
applications, phenomenological approach, mix-methods, case study analysis. A large 
number of papers have been found and from those fifty was chosen which were 
relevant to the subject investigated and the methods used in this study. 
After the appropriate literature regarding the fields of study has been found, the 
interview questions were formulated based on this evidence. Interviews were 
chosen as the appropriate method because through the interviews which will be 
taken from regular visitors in tourist attractions as well as people who use the 
Internet and social media almost every day and in every aspect of their lives, it would 
be easier to identify which problems they confront, what kind of improvements 
should be done, the level of their satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the current 
services provided and how they imagine life in IoT ecosystem. 
After analyzing and categorizing the results of the interviews, a questionnaire was 
constructed using an online platform called Surveygizmo. The questionnaire is based 
on the outcome of the qualitative research and it was distributed electronically so as 
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larger number of people to answer it. Additionally, it consists of 20 questions, based 
on the three fields of study; ZMoT, IoT, Tourism together with some questions which 
combine all the fields and including questions referring to the demographic data. 
This categorization is very helpful for understanding the results because customers’ 
opinions can be elicited for each domain separately and how they understand their 
co-existence. Furthermore, the questions consist of two different types; Yes/No and 
choosing between the options. When the questionnaires were gathered and the 
statistical results were ready for use, the triangulation of the data will be conducted 
and this process will be explained in detail in the Findings/Discussion chapter.   
3.2.1 Sample        
An important element for a successful survey that contributes in making useful 
conclusions is the sample of the research. Sampling schemes is a way that is 
associated with both qualitative and quantitative research methods. Recent 
literature (Sandal et al, 2013; Saunders et al, 2010) suggests that large samples are 
commonly used in quantitative research while small samples are more appropriate 
for qualitative one. Based on the same study, there are two categories of sampling: 
the probability sample and the non-probability one. The probability sample is used 
for statistical analysis whereas in the non-probability one the part of the population 
chosen is unknown and although it can be used to generalize results, it cannot e 
used to analyze data on statistical grounds. A subcategory of this technique is the 
convenience or hazard sampling which was chosen for the purposes of this research. 
It involves selecting those cases that are easiest to obtain and this selection process 
stops when the required sample has been reached. Although, this process is used 
widely, the sample is not often representative and can be biased because of the ease 
of obtaining the data. This is less important when the variation of the population is 
low 
For the purposes of this study, a small sample was used for the qualitative part 
which consists of fifteen interviews taken from people who travel and visit tourist 
attractions and most of them are familiar with the current technologies. As far as the 
questionnaire is concerned, it was distributed electronically, via email and Facebook, 
and was answered by 200 people and the proportion of women and men was not 
equal so the sample cannot be defined as random but as convenience sample. 
Furthermore, the age was a very important factor because the survey refers to 
technology and technology is perceived differently from different age groups and 
this is the reason why it is believed that people from all ages should answer the 
questionnaire. As a result, it was interesting to identify how these people think of 
the new methods and how adjustable and the comparison of the two samples can 
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draw significant conclusions. The results from both the quantitative and the 
qualitative research are presented in the following chapter.   
3.2.2 Analysis 
After finishing the research, the qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed by 
using different methods in each category. The qualitative ones were analyzed by 
using the generic content and differential analysis which should be conducted prior 
to the statistical analysis. Recent Literature (Filippopoulos, 2015) suggests that in 
order qualitative data to be analyzed, certain steps should be followed. First of all, by 
conducting a GCDA, certain categories-dimensions will be revealed from the total 
number of answers from all the participants. After identifying the categories, each 
answer is counted and placed to the corresponding category. The last step involves 
the categorization of the groups which are under study and finally the results are 
depicted in a matrix. 
As far as the quantitative results are concerned, different methods of statistical 
analysis were used. Through the Surveygizmo platform, statistical methods are 
available for the data to be analyzed. For the purposes of this study, a summary 
report was conducted which depicts the percentages of the answers given in each 
question both in charts and in tables. Furthermore, a segmentation method was also 
used so that it can be identified how different groups, in particular age-groups, 
answered the same question and what choices they made in order to draw 
conclusions on how these different groups respond to the same question. The data 
are furthered analyzed and depicted in the following chapter. 
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4. RESULTS     
 
The results of the qualitative research are presented in the following matrix. 
Figure6. Generic Content and Differential Analysis 
As far as the qualitative results are concerned, they are presented in the following 
summary report. In more detail, from the total number of participants 99,5% visit 
tourist attractions when they travel, the 75,5% of them use the Internet as their 
main source of information and 95% search online before or during their trip about 
the attractions they want to visit. Moreover, 68,5% of the participants read reviews 
about attractions and 69% of them do so very often whereas the 75,6% do not write 
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reviews after their visit. The remaining 24,4% writes reviews and the 49,1% of them 
write very rarely. The 83% use smart devices when they travel and the 36,6% of 
them use their devices very often. Regarding the IoT applications, 60,1% of the 
participants believe that the automatic appearance of information on the screen of 
their smart device, suggesting attractions that are close to their location and based 
on their preferences on their social media platforms is the most useful and increases 
their satisfaction during their trip. Furthermore, the 83% believe that this kind of 
applications are vital in the Tourism Industry, the 69,9% of them argue that better 
time management during their trip and travelling experience is the most important 
advantage of these methods while the 72,9% believe that certain groups will have 
difficulty in adopting these methods and this could be the greatest challenge in 
applying such environment in tourist attractions. Last but not least, the 83% believe 
that online search will still be meaningful regardless the existence of such a smart 
environment. Some of the results mentioned above, are presented in the following 
charts and all of the findings will be further elaborated in the next 
chapter. 
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5. FINDINGS/DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter, a more detailed presentation of the results will be presented and a 
further discussion on it will take place. The 95% of the people answered the 
questionnaire argue that they visit tourist attractions while they are on trip. This 
outcome derives also from both Literature review, where Lew (1987) and Virtess0 
(2000) argue that people have always wanted to visit new places and have different 
experiences, but also from the qualitative research where all the participants 
answered positively. The 75,5% use the Internet as the main source of information 
whereas only the 1,5% still get informed by travel agents and this is not surprising 
nowadays as the traditional ways of acquiring information is a past trend and 
searching online is present as cited by Xiang (2014); Sigla (2012). Not surprisingly, 
the 95% search online before deciding a destination but also during their trip and the 
83% use their smartphone or other smart devices to search for more information 
regarding their trip while on holiday, out of whom 35% always do so and 36% very 
often. According to the previous data mentioned and the results of the qualitative 
survey this is the current way of looking for information because it is easier, quicker 
and users have access to global data. Although it has been reported (Lysik et al, 
2014; Moran et al,2014; Gulbahar et al, 2015) that people widely use the social 
media platforms in exchanging opinions, reading or writing reviews and the eWoM 
has a key role in decision making process, there has been a little variation in the 
results of both qualitative and quantitative research. The 68.5% read reviews about 
tourist attractions and destinations and 69% do so very often whereas the 31.5% do 
not read reviews for this reason. On the contrary, only the 24.4% actually write 
reviews and 49.1% almost half of them write very rarely, after visiting a place and 
sharing their experiences while the 75.6% do not write. Accordingly to this outcome, 
the high majority of the interviewees read reviews when they want to decide about 
tourist attractions but only a few of them actually write after visiting a place, sharing 
their experiences and rating the services provided. Furthermore, most of them write 
only when they have complaints and are dissatisfied.  
Regarding the IoT applications, it has been indicated (Atzori et al,2010; Borgia, 2014) 
that there is a large scale, covering almost every aspect of personal life and business 
sector. From the IoT applications suggested on the questionnaire, 60.1% have 
chosen the suggestions for tourist attractions, close to their location, automatically 
appeared on the smart devices automatically, based on their personal 
interests/preferences on social media. 56.6% argue that they find very important the 
application where information appeared on the smart devices during your visit inside 
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the attraction in order to provide a more personalized guided tour. Furthermore, 
55.6% believe that interactive screens inside the attraction, showing your exact 
location, information regarding the time of visit and the guidance whereas the 54.6% 
support the use of smart ticket houses and e-tickets on their smart device. Last but 
not least, 32.8% support the existence of interactive screens outside the attractions 
for evaluating the whole experience and making suggestions for improvements. In 
the age segmentation the first choice with almost 70% is the smart ticket house and 
e-tickets but it is the only important variation of the results and it is probably 
because young people are more familiar with technology, like saving time and at the 
same time hating the waiting lines. The first choice in the qualitative survey is also 
different as the 94% of them find useful the information automatically appeared on 
the screen in order to have personalized tours. Hence, as a total the same 
applications have been chosen and they refer to the access in real time information, 
saving time and money but also increasing the level of satisfaction and upgrading the 
travelling experience. The choices can also be supported by the two projects 
presented, in Brussels and China, where examples of open data and information-
related applications as well intelligent ticketing and touring are also attempted. 
Although the 83% of them believe that these methods are vital in Tourism Industry 
and tourist attractions, there is still discussion over the opportunities and challenges 
of this environment. Taking into account the data from the Literature review 
(Mykhopadhyay et al, 2014; Haller, 2009) where it is mentioned that IoT applications 
can support real time information flows, increasing the efficiency and reducing the 
time as well as support intelligent ticketing and touring as presented in the China 
project, the results of both the interviews and the questionnaire are applied to those 
opportunities. More specifically, in the Quantitative research, the 69.9% argue that 
the most important opportunity in the sector of attractions is the better time 
management of the trip and travelling experience and 62.3% of them consider the 
real time information as an asset of the IoT environment. Moreover, the 45,7%  have 
chosen the easier access by the use of smart ticket houses and e tickets on the 
screen of the smart device avoiding the long and time-spending queues. Based on 
the evidence presented (Richards, 2002; Miorandi, 2014) travelers visit attractions 
not only based on their preferences but also on the quality of services and IoT 
applications can enable them and meet their expectations. It is important to be 
mentioned that 59.8% think that there will have an advanced travelling experience 
by the application of these methods and 52.3% also think that there will be an 
increase in their satisfaction level. The interesting part is that while these are the 
most popular answers regarding the total number of participants, results 
differentiate when there is age segmentation in the sample because younger people 
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are used to things happening more quickly. The 59.3% of people from 25 to 34 have 
chosen the easiest access, avoiding the long waiting queues and as a second 
opportunity the advanced travel experience. On the other hand, the 83% of the  
interviewees have chosen the value for money as the most important opportunity. 
So regarding the opportunities the results have a high variation which does not help 
us draw very accurate conclusions.   
As far as challenges are concerned, Literature (Lew 1987; Virtesso, 2000) has shown 
that it is important to for travelers to acquire great level of satisfaction and 
simultaneously relaxing and having fun using applications that enable their holiday 
experience. Along similar lines, the quantitative survey has shown that people are 
really afraid of the automation of travelling experience by the use of such 
environments and that certain groups will find it difficult to adopt them. The 72.9% 
believe that the major obstacle is the difficulty in adjustment that certain groups of 
people will face such as the elderly which defines it as the most important obstacle 
for IoT application.  Moreover, almost half of people asked, 49.8% believe that 
personal data breach and in general security issues as well as the lack of adequate 
systems that can support such volumes of data (42.7%) are also  threats that should 
be addressed. These major issues have also been supported by the recent studies 
(Sigari,2013; Weber, 2010) where experts are highly skeptical regarding the security 
level provided and the sufficiency of current systems in order to process and 
transmit so large volumes of data. The variation is little in these findings in age 
groups and interviews so it is apparent that although people are willing to adopt the 
new mega trends and convinced that these methods will enable them, are also 
reserved in terms of security and adjustment. 
A responsive environment such the IoT is certainly a new mega trend and will 
improve and enable the tourists and the whole tourism industry. However, the high 
majority of the participants in this research, 83% or the people asked and almost 
98% of the interviewees will continue searching online for information regarding the 
tourist attractions and possible destination as they believe because they do not 
know how such environment can actually interact with them and how trustworthy it 
can be, especially in the early stages.  
Regarding the demographics, women were more, 73% and the majority of the 
participants which can be characterized as convenience sample as cited in Saunders 
et al,2010 , 53.5%, were between 25 and 34 years old which is a good indicator 
because young people at this age widely use the internet and social media but also 
can easily adopt and use such environments. Education presents low variation as 
most of them, 82%, are highly educated so it is not worth commenting. Along similar 
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lines, the monthly income and the labor status are not significant enough to draw 
conclusions as the 71% has an income which ranges from 0-1000 €, an average of 
734€, which can give them the opportunity to travel and spend money on attractions 
and the 66% of them are employed. 
The data of this research can be generalized and conclusions can be drawn on ZMoT,  
IoT application and the future of search within an IoT ecosystem, but there are still 
some limitations that should be mentioned and taken under consideration. First of 
all, the research was conducted in a short period of time and as a result the sample 
was small enough. Moreover, in the quantitative research a different, more random 
sample will be more representative because in this study the women were 
significantly more than the men. Last but not least, the data was gathered from 
Greek travelers mostly who have a certain travelling attitude, habits and needs that 
will probably do not meet those of other tourists around the world, such as the 
Americans, other European ones or Asian.  
Taking into account the data from both quantitative and qualitative research and the 
findings mentioned above, a model is presented in the following figure where the 
most important outcomes are depicted so as it could be easier for the readers to 
have a quick overview of the most important points. Hence, the conclusions of the 
whole study and the answers on the research questions as well as suggestions for 
further investigation follow in the last chapter of this thesis.   
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Figure 7. Model 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The appearance of Internet and social media platforms have changed the perception 
of communication people used to have. They have also affected the business sector, 
where the companies which want to be competitive and increase their market share 
they had to comply to the new ways of marketing and advertising. The dominance of 
online searching has transformed the decision making process, as most of the people 
search online before purchasing a product or a service and this process is called Zero 
Moment of Truth. Another mega-trend, deriving from the current technologies, is 
the Internet of Thing that will enable our everyday life. Both phenomena occur in 
many aspects of our lives but are also present in many fields, one of them is Tourism, 
especially tourist attractions. ZMoT takes place in every step of the travel planning 
procedure from deciding the destination to accommodation, activities and sights. 
Travelers usually be affected from what they read during searching and the can 
easily change their minds but also write their opinions and affect other people 
worldwide, transforming themselves into the key player in that industry.  
As for the IoT, it can be applicable in many aspects of that field and provide travelers 
with unprecedented level of satisfaction. Some attempts of smartifying big cities 
have been mentioned regarding mostly the smart transportation and mobility and 
public surveillance. In tourist attractions, applications such as interactive screens 
inside and outside the attractions, intelligent touring and ticketing as well as getting 
information on the spot will be really helpful. Travelers find IoT vital for the Tourism 
Industry because it can enhance their whole travelling experience by providing high 
levels of satisfaction, better time management, avoidance of long waiting queues 
and real time information. Although people are really willing to adopt such 
environment because they think it is beneficial, there are still some open issues 
regarding the structure and use of it. First and foremost, privacy issues have come 
up, outlying the importance of an adequate system that can support and transmit 
with safety such large volumes of information. Along same lines, personal data 
breach is another issue that is remained to be clarified as many people are really 
scared of sharing so much personal information and being so easily located even 
when they do not want to. Apart from the technical issues, another point that should 
be under consideration is the difficulty in adjustment as many people are not used to 
current technologies let alone smart environments.  
Tourism and tourist attractions can definitely be places of successfully applying such 
responsive environment that lets little to people to think and save them time. 
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However, the findings of both qualitative and quantitative research have shown that 
people will continue searching online even when such an environment will be 
available and this is the outcome of this dissertation. The same research question 
can also be examined in other subcategories such as business travelers or hotel and 
restaurants but also to fields other than Tourism.   
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8. APPENDIX 
 
SUMMARY REPORT 
1. Do you go sightseeing when you travel? 
 
Value Percent Count 
YES 99.5% 199 
NO 0.5% 1 
Total  200 
 
2. What is the main source you get information 
about the sights you want to visit?(Choose ONE 
answer ) 
 
Value Percent Count 
Internet 75.5% 151 
Travel agents 1.5% 3 
Family/friends 10.5% 21 
Travel 
Guidebooks/Magazines 
12.5% 25 
Total  200 
YES
99,5%
NO
0,5%
Interne
t
75,5%
Travel 
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3. Do you search information online, before or 
during your trip, regarding the sights you want to 
visit? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Do you read reviews about the sights you want to 
visit? 
 
Value Percent Count 
YES 68.5% 137 
NO 31.5% 63 
Total  200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
YES
95%
NO
5%
YES
68,5%
NO
31,5%
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5. If so, how often do you read? 
 
Value Percent Count 
Always 20.0% 34 
Often 40.6% 69 
Sometimes 19.4% 33 
Rarely 10.0% 17 
Very rarely 10.0% 17 
Total  170 
6. Do you write reviews about the sights you have 
already visited, either positive or negative? 
 
Value Percent Count 
YES 24.4% 48 
NO 75.6% 149 
Total  197 
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7. If so, how often do you write? 
 
Value Percent Count 
Always 0.9% 1 
Often 6.9% 8 
Sometimes 19.0% 22 
Rarely 24.1% 28 
Very rarely 49.1% 57 
Total  116 
8. Do you use smart devices (smartphones, tablets 
etc) during your visit to a tourist attraction? 
 
Value Percent Count 
YES 83.0% 166 
NO 17.0% 34 
Total  200 
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9. If so, how often? 
 
Value Percent Count 
Always 35.4% 62 
Often 36.6% 64 
Sometimes 16.6% 29 
Rarely 2.9% 5 
Very rarely 8.6% 15 
Total  175 
 
10. Which of the following applications could give 
you the greatest deal of satisfaction? (You can 
choose more than one answer)  
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Value Percent Count 
Suggestions for tourist attractions, 
close to your location, are 
automatically appeared on your smart 
device, based on your personal interests 
and preferences on social media 
60.1% 119 
Information automatically appeared on 
your smart device during your visit in 
an attraction in order to have 
personalized guided tour 
56.6% 112 
Interactive screens, showing your exact 
location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
55.6% 110 
Smart ticket houses outside the 
attractions or getting inside the 
attraction using your e-ticket on your 
smart device 
54.6% 108 
Guided tour using virtual reality 29.8% 59 
Changing the conditions inside the 
attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) 
after the observation of tourists’ 
reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age)  
14.7% 29 
Providing smart devices inside the 
attractions so as the tourist can use 
the smart environment even if they do 
not have one or do not want to use it 
51.5% 102 
Interactive screens outside the 
attraction in order visitors to evaluate 
the whole experience and make 
suggestions  
32.8% 65 
Buying souvenirs through interactive 
screens or a smart device and sending 
them to the destination you want 
16.7% 33 
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11. Do you believe that the application of these 
methods is vital in Tourism Industry? 
 
Value Percent Count 
YES 83.3% 165 
NO 16.7% 33 
Total  198 
 
 
YES
83%
NO
17%
automatically 
Other 0.5% 1 
Total  198 
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12. Which of the following do you believe that are 
the advantages of the application of such methods 
in tourist attractions? You can choose more than 
one answer) 
 
Value Percent Count 
Real-time information 62.3% 124 
Advanced travelling experience 59.8% 119 
Better time management during a trip 69.9% 139 
Easier access using smart ticket houses 
and smart tickets 
45.7% 91 
Control of the quality of the services 
provided 
20.1% 40 
Value for money when visiting tourist 
attractions 
43.7% 87 
Better environment 19.6% 39 
Increase of visitors’ satisfaction  52.3% 104 
Personalized guided tour 41.2% 82 
Total  199 
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13. Which of the following do you believe that are 
threats/fears by applying such methods in tourist 
attractions? (You can choose more than one answer) 
 
Value Percent Count 
Personal data breach 49.8% 99 
Difficulty in adjustment (e.g.for the 
elderly)  
72.9% 145 
Lack of personal satisfaction when 
discovering new places  
26.1% 52 
Lack of adequate systems for such huge 
amount of data 
42.7% 85 
Fear of the development of new 
technologies  
9.6% 19 
Automation of the whole travelling 
experience 
43.2% 86 
Other 2.5% 5 
Total  199 
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14. If there was such a responsive environment, do 
you believe that online research, before or during 
the visit of an attraction, could still be 
meaningful?  
  
 
 
15. Sex 
 
Value Percent Count 
Man 26.5% 53 
Woman 73.5% 147 
Total  200 
 
 
 
 
Value Percent Count 
YES 83.5% 167 
NO 16.5% 33 
Total  200 YES
83%
NO
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27%
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16. Age 
 
Value Percent Count 
18-24 16.0% 32 
25-34 53.5% 107 
35-55 30.0% 60 
56+ 0.5% 1 
Total  200 
 
 
 
 
17. Monthly income 
 
Value Percent Count 
0-499 39.5% 79 
500-1000 33.0% 66 
1001-1500 19.0% 38 
1501-2000 3.5% 7 
>2000 5.0% 10 
Total  200 
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18. Labour Status 
 
Value Percent Count 
Unemployed 14.5% 29 
Self-employed 24.0% 48 
Employee 32.5% 65 
Civil Servant 10.5% 21 
Student 17.5% 35 
Retired 1.0% 2 
Total  200 
 
 Source Countries 
 
 
 
 
 
Value Percent Count 
Brazil 0.5% 1 
Germany 0.5% 1 
Greece 96.0% 191 
Netherlands 0.5% 1 
United Kingdom 2.0% 4 
United States 0.5% 1 
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IoT applications 
Value Segment Percent 
Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on 
your smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 18-24 19.33% 
 
25-34 51.26% 
 
35-55 29.41% 
 
56+ 0% 
Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction 
in order to have personalized guided tour 18-24 16.96% 
 
25-34 59.82% 
 
35-55 22.32% 
 
56+ 0.89% 
Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 18-24 13.64% 
 
25-34 55.45% 
 
35-55 30% 
 
56+ 0.91% 
Smart ticket houses outside the attractions or getting inside the attraction using your e-
ticket on your smart device 18-24 8.33% 
 
25-34 67.59% 
 
35-55 24.07% 
 
56+ 0% 
Guided tour using virtual reality 18-24 23.73% 
 
25-34 45.76% 
 
35-55 30.51% 
 
56+ 0% 
Changing the conditions inside the attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) after the observation 
of tourists’ reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age)  18-24 20.69% 
 
25-34 41.38% 
 
35-55 34.48% 
 
56+ 3.45% 
Παροχή έξυπνων συσκευών στους επισκέπτες, με σκοπό την ευκολότερη περιήγηση 
τους, αν δεν έχουν την δική τους ή δεν θέλουν να την χρησιμοποιήσουν 18-24 14.71% 
 
25-34 55.88% 
 
35-55 29.41% 
 
56+ 0% 
Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart 
environment even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 18-24 20% 
 
25-34 55.38% 
 
35-55 24.62% 
 
56+ 0% 
Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole 
experience and make suggestions  18-24 3.03% 
 
25-34 54.55% 
 
35-55 39.39% 
 
56+ 3.03% 
Other 18-24 0% 
 
25-34 100% 
 
35-55 0% 
 
56+ 0% 
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IoT advantages in tourist attractions 
Value Segment Count Percent 
Real-time information 18-24 24 19.35% 
 
25-34 71 57.26% 
 
35-55 29 23.39% 
 
56+ 0 0% 
Advanced travelling experience 18-24 18 15.13% 
 
25-34 69 57.98% 
 
35-55 32 26.89% 
 
56+ 0 0% 
Better time management during a trip 18-24 22 15.83% 
 
25-34 75 53.96% 
 
35-55 41 29.5% 
 
56+ 1 0.72% 
Easier access using smart ticket houses and smart 
tickets 18-24 10 10.99% 
 
25-34 54 59.34% 
 
35-55 26 28.57% 
 
56+ 1 1.1% 
Control of the quality of the services provided 18-24 8 20% 
 
25-34 20 50% 
 
35-55 11 27.5% 
 
56+ 1 2.5% 
Value for money when visiting tourist attractions 18-24 11 12.64% 
 
25-34 48 55.17% 
 
35-55 27 31.03% 
 
56+ 1 1.15% 
Better environment 18-24 9 23.08% 
 
25-34 15 38.46% 
 
35-55 14 35.9% 
 
56+ 1 2.56% 
Increase of visitors’ satisfaction  18-24 21 20.19% 
 
25-34 52 50% 
 
35-55 31 29.81% 
 
56+ 0 0% 
Personalized guided tour 18-24 14 17.07% 
 
25-34 42 51.22% 
 
35-55 26 31.71% 
 
56+ 0 0% 
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IoT challenges in tourist attractions 
Value Segment Count Percent 
Personal data breach 18-24 16 16.16% 
 
25-34 57 57.58% 
 
35-55 25 25.25% 
 
56+ 1 1.01% 
Difficulty in adjustment 
(e.g.for the elderly)  18-24 22 15.17% 
 
25-34 69 47.59% 
 
35-55 53 36.55% 
 
56+ 1 0.69% 
Lack of personal 
satisfaction when 
discovering new places  18-24 7 13.46% 
 
25-34 28 53.85% 
 
35-55 16 30.77% 
 
56+ 1 1.92% 
Lack of adequate systems 
for such huge amount of 
data 18-24 19 22.35% 
 
25-34 45 52.94% 
 
35-55 21 24.71% 
 
56+ 0 0% 
Fear of the development of 
new technologies  18-24 1 5.26% 
 
25-34 8 42.11% 
 
35-55 9 47.37% 
 
56+ 1 5.26% 
Automation of the whole 
travelling experience 18-24 19 22.09% 
 
25-34 46 53.49% 
 
35-55 20 23.26% 
 
56+ 1 1.16% 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Smart Tourism 
 
1. Do you go sightseeing when you travel? 
 YES 
 NO 
 
2. What is the main source you get information about the sights you want 
to visit? (Choose ONE answer) 
 
 Internet 
  Travel agents 
  Family/friends 
  Travel Guidebooks/Magazines 
 Other 
 
3. Do you search information online, before or during your trip, regarding 
the sights you want to visit? 
YES 
 NO 
4. Do you read reviews about the sights you want to visit? 
 YES 
 NO 
5. If so, how often? 
 Always 
 Often 
 Sometimes 
 Rarely 
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 Very rarely 
 
6. Do you write reviews about the sights you have already visited, either 
positive or negative? 
 YES 
 NO 
  
7. If so, how often? 
 Always 
 Often 
 Sometimes 
 Rarely 
 Very rarely 
8. Do you use smart devices (smartphones, tablets etc) during your visit to 
a tourist attraction? 
 
 YES 
 NO 
9. If so, how often? 
 Always 
 Often 
 Sometimes 
 Rarely 
 Very rarely 
10. Which of the following application could give you the greatest deal of 
satisfaction? ( You can choose more than one answer)  
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  Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are appeared on 
your smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social 
media  
  Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in 
an attraction in order to have personalized guided tour  
  Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your 
time and guidance 
  Smart ticket houses outside the attractions or getting inside the attraction 
using your e-ticket on your smart device 
   Guided tour using virtual reality  
  Changing the conditions inside the attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) after the 
observation of tourists’ reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age) 
  Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the 
smart environment even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
   Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the 
whole experience and make suggestions 
  Buying souvenirs through interactive screens or a smart device and sending 
them to the destination you want automatically 
 Other 
11.  Do you believe that the application of these methods is vital in Tourism 
Industry? 
 
 YES 
 NO 
12. Which of the following do you believe that are the advantages of the 
application of such methods in tourist attractions? (You can choose more 
than one answer) 
 
  Real-time information  
  Advanced travelling experience 
  Better time management during a trip 
  Easier access using smart ticket houses and smart tickets  
  Control of the quality of the services provided  
  Value for money when visiting tourist attractions 
  Better environment 
  Increase of visitors’ satisfaction  
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  Personalized guided tour 
  Other 
13.  Which of the following do you believe that are threats/fears by 
applying such methods in tourist attractions? (You can choose more than 
one answer) 
 
  Personal data breach 
  Difficulty in adjustment (e.g.for the elderly)  
  Lack of personal satisfaction when discovering new places 
  Lack of adequate systems for such huge amount of data 
  Fear of the development of new technologies  
  Automation of the whole travelling experience 
  Other 
14.  If there was such a responsive environment, do you believe that online 
research, before or during the visit of an attraction, could still be 
meaningful?  
 
 YES 
 NO 
Demographics 
15. Sex 
 Man 
 Woman 
16. Age 
 18-24 
 25-34 
 35-55 
 56+ 
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INTERVIEWS 
1st Interview: Woman, Age 22 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes, I always go sightseeing when I visit a place. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
 I mostly search on the Internet. 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes, I always search online to get information about every tourist attraction in the place I will 
visit. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I use my smartphone everywhere and I mostly use the application of tripadvisor.com and the 
official page of the place I will visit. 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
I always read reviews before my trip and during I am still there. Of course they affect me. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
I sometimes read reviews. Most of the times when I am disappointed of something or have a 
complaint. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I think it will be very helpful and I look forward to see the next step in technology. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No. I don’t know. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Guided tour using virtual reality 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, I think so because it will give new opportunities in tourism. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
Give examples 
Yes. I think people can get information quicker and also spend their money in places that they are 
really interested in. I also think that visitors can have more personalized tour as mentioned to 
one of the application above. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
I believe that maybe sharing many personal information is a bit dangerous and this is my main 
concern. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
Yes I think so because technology is developed and new methods are applied and tourist 
attraction is a field where technology is important in order to have more satisfied customers and 
increase the percentage of tourists visiting them. 
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14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes, I would definitely keep searching because I will not blindly trust this smart environment. 
2nd Interview: Man, Age 27 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes, of course. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
I use mostly the Internet. 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes, of course. I always do. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
Yes, always. Both of them. 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Yes, I read reviews. I always do. I read them in order to make a decision. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
I often write reviews, both positive and negative. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I think it would be great and very useful. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No, not really. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, of course. It can make travel experience better and more funny. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
Give examples. 
I believe that we can take information almost in real time and will have advanced travelling 
experience. I also think that if we have the chance to visit only places we are interested in and 
not the popular ones, we can achieve better time management and see more of the place we 
visit. As s result, we will bw more satisfied. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
Well, I think that the most important thing is the difficulty in adjustment because the tourists are 
not only the young ones but the older, too. And although I support new technologies, I don’t 
want everything to be automated in such a great extent. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
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Yes, of course. Tourism is a very important industry and the attractions are those which attract 
people to different destination. So, the better the attractions, the more tourists and growth in 
economy. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available? 
Yes, I will always search because what a smart environment suggests that doesn’t mean it is so 
good and close to what I like. 
  
3rd Interview: Man, Age 45 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
I usually ask my friends and family who have already visited that destination. 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Sometimes,  but not always. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I use my smartphone but not a specific application. 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
I sometimes when I can’t decide where to go. I can be affected. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
No. Very rarely. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I don’t know. It will probably be good. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Changing the conditions inside the attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) after the observation of 
tourists’ reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age) 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, I find most of them very intriguing.  
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
Give examples. 
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Yes, there will be. First of all, we will enjoy more our holidays and will spend our money and time 
in really interesting places. There will be better control in the services that the attractions provide 
to tourists and the tourists can enjoy more personalized tours. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
Ok, I do not know how safe is to share so many personal information on social media platforms 
and give access to them. I think that so many new technologies can have underlying threats.  I 
also believe that older people will find it difficult to keep up with these applications. It is too 
automated for me and I really enjoy discovering interesting places on my own. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
Yes, because tourist attractions are places where technology can be applied and when it comes 
to holidays we want simpler methods.  
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
I do not really search online but I will definitely ask for information regardless the existence of an 
IoT environment because I cannot trust a technology.  
4th Interview: Woman, Age 26 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes, always. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
I google everything. 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes, I do. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I use both of them. I have tripadvisor.com and I visit many sites about the destination I visit. 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
I often read and of course I can be affected at a certain degree. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
I usually write not so often because I am usually bored. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I think it would be great. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No, no idea. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Guided tour using virtual reality 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, it would be more funny and advanced. 
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11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
Give examples. 
As I said before, I think that the travelling experience would be advanced and we can achieve 
better time management. Because we can be connected to the Internet almost everywhere we 
can get very quick and accurate information.  
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
I am afraid of hacking I cannot imagine how safe it can be. I like technology advancements but I 
do not like my holidays to be so automated, I feel I like the joy of discovering every place I visit. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
Yes. It will enhance the tourist satisfaction and increase the visitors. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes. I will continue searching no matter what because I do not know and cannot imagine how it 
can work. 
 
5th Interview: Woman, Age 27 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
From the Internet. 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes, I always search online about everything regarding the travel planning. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
Yes, I have a smarphone and applications but also I visit websites. 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
I always read reviews because I want to make the best decision possible. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
Always 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
Yes, everything new has something to offer. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
Yes, I know the concept. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, certainly because it gives more opportunities and services to people. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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First, I believe it will enhance the travelling experience and offer tours adapted to everyone’s 
needs. Apart from that I believe when you know what to visit you spend your time more carefully 
and have more experiences. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
Well, I believe that the whole experience will be more automated and a lot of people can find it 
difficult to use these methods, let alone the usual hacking problems and the loss of personal 
data. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
Transform attractions in more interesting places apart from the obvious reason they are 
interesting. It will attract more young people that usually do not visit so many attractions when 
they travel. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
No, I think that searching will not be meaningful anymore. 
 
6th Interview: Man, Age 23 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes, sometimes 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Internet 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes, I always do. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I use them both. I have applications about hotels, restaurants, transportation etc 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Yes I do. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
Yes but rarely. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
Maybe, I do not know. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Guided tour using virtual reality 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, the applications are very interesting and we can enjoy the attractions more and more people 
will visit them.  
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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Yes, I believe that when we are connected to the Internet we can get information very close to 
real time and use the information to get the best of our holiday in the time we spend there. And 
inside the attractions we can have guided tours but without a guide, only by the use of the 
technology. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
The only thing I can imagine is that there will be large volumes of data and the available systems 
are inadequate to support it. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
Yes because it will give a new dimension and change the traditional meaning of attractions. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes, the system will be very helpful but searching is another thing and I will keep searching for 
information. 
 
7th Interview: Man, Age 28 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes very often 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Internet mostly 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes, very often 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I use my smart devices and I usually visit websites 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Yes I do. I read when I want to reach a decision. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
Yes, but very rarely. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I think it would be something new and it probably be helpful because it will enable tourist explore 
more places. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No I don’t 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
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Yes of course. It gives other dimensions in tourist attractions themselves but in the whole 
travelling experience as well. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
Give examples 
Yes. As I said before these methods can advance the traveler’s experiences and he will spend his 
money and time in places that really likes. Also he will have the opportunity to visit more than 
before. There will be a better control of the services provided and tourists will get information 
instantly by using this environment.  
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
I don’t think is very safe to share so much information and people have access in order to use 
them for reason that I do not know and I do not think the systems provided are sufficient to 
analyze ang transmit so much information. I also believe that the older people will not be able to 
use such environments.  
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
Yes, although I am not absolutely convinced. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Of course I will. A smart environment is helpful but is not the only thing that matters. 
8th Interview: Woman, Age 29 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes I like going sightseeing. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Internet 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes I usually do it when I do not know what places I can visit or to find some new. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
Yes, most of the times 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Yes, especially when is the first time I visit a destination and I am affected of what I read. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
Yes, sometimes. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I do not know I want to see it first.  
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and guidance 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience and 
make suggestions 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
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Yes it will give a great deal of satisfaction to customers but also increase the tourism rate in a 
destination 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
Everything has advantages. I believe that people can manage their time better and do more 
activities and spend their money in worthy sights. I also like guided tours so I support the 
personalized character that they can have using smart devices.  
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
I am familiar with the Internet but I am still afraid of hacking and this new technology is too 
advanced for me. I am also more traditional so I do not like so much technology when visiting a 
place. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
It can be vital because there will be better services and such an environment can attract more 
visitors. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes, the suggestions in such an environment will be helpful but I will still want to find as much 
information as possible. 
9th Interview: Man, Age 32 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes I do. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Nowadays, from the internet only. 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes, sometimes 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
Yes I use my mobile phone and usually some applications, too.  
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
I read reviews and I can change my opinion based on what I have read. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
No, not really. I want to but usually forget. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
It sounds good but I cannot imagine it. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Changing the conditions inside the attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) after the observation of 
tourists’ reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age) 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, it sounds promising because it is an new platform which can simplify the whole process. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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Yes.  I believe that these methods can provide information the moment they are asked and 
advance the experience of visitors. I think that personalized tours can be very helpful I never 
listen to the guide speaking. People can save time when processes like long waiting lines can be 
skipped, spending their money where they really have fun and on the other hand, the services 
provided can be controlled and redesigned when need.  
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
Ok, I only have concerns about security and system efficiency issues. Oh, and that I can use this 
environment but what about a 60-year-old person? 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
I believe that tourist attraction is a great place to apply these methods because a lot of people 
can be benefited but also have quick results about the efficiency of the environment because a 
large number of people will use in short time. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes, until I can be sure about quality of the services and information provided. 
 
10th Interview: Man, Age 57 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes, especially museums. 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Guidebooks and magazines. 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Not really. 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I have a smart phone but I sometimes use just the maps. 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
I sometimes but I usually ask my friends and family for their opinion. 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
No. 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I cannot imagine such an environment to tell you the truth. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Changing the conditions inside the attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) after the observation of 
tourists’ reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age) 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, it will enable tourist and bring money to the countries that are tourist-oriented.  
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11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
I can think of some. Firstly, they can provide better experience to travelers, a nicer environment 
and increase their level of satisfaction particularly inside the attractions. And because all is about 
money, they will spend their money to want is really interesting for them and not just popular. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
I am not very familiar with technology so I think it would be a problem for some of us and I am 
afraid of those too technologically advanced methods. Furthermore, I like exploring the cities on 
my own, finding interesting things by chance not on my phone screen. It is too automated for me. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
Yes, it could change the whole travelling experience, opening new ways of entertainment, 
communication and learning.  
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes, as I told you before I do not trust these methods. 
 
11th Interview: Woman, Age 32 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes  
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Internet 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes I do  
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
Of course 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
I read reviews when I want to make a decision 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
Yes rarely 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
It sounds interesting. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes it can provide more possibilities and attract more tourists. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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I believe that these methods can provide better tours and people will know where they spend 
their time and money so they can make better choices for themselves. 
 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
A lot of tourists are old enough so I do not think it will be easier for them apart of that hacking is 
an issue and I like technology advancements but I am also critical of them. 
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
I believe so because for those who like high tech environments will be really helpful and it will 
give a boost to economy too. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes, I like getting infos on my own and of course I will use such applications but as a supportive 
way. 
12th Interview: Woman, Age 49 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes I like galleries and museums 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Tourist agents mostly 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Sometimes 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I only use the maps 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Not so often 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
No 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
It depends. It will probably be a good idea. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Changing the conditions inside the attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) after the observation of 
tourists’ reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age) 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes I think it will simplify a lot of thinks that cost time to tourists 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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As it is presented, I believe that people will have access on information on the spot so they will 
save time and money. A better environment can be provided and the level of satisfaction will 
rise. Personally, I find very important the personalized tours. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
I am afraid of sharing personal information and adopting such primary technologies. I don‘t think 
that it would be very is for people like me to adopt them and I don’t like automated experiences 
and memories.   
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
It can be for the high majority of tourists because it enables their travelling experience and save 
them time. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available? 
Yes, as I do now. 
13th Interview: Man, Age 40 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
I search onto the internet 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes  
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
Yes  
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Yes they help me decide 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
No , I am usually bored 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
It sounds interesting 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
I have never heard of it. 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Interactive screens, showing your exact location, information regarding your time and 
guidance 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes, it is a new concept and it is promising 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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Yes, a lot. Real time information and better control of the services in the attractions are very 
important. People will be more satisfied by the services provided and their money will worth 
being spent. Visitors can also achieve better time management and because I like guided tours 
but I never enjoyed them, the more personalized the better. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
Although I am not old I think that people at a certain age will not be able to use these methods. 
Furthermore, security issues are major and I like relaxing on my holidays not acting like a robot 
having everything ready without even ask for them.  
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
I believe it is very useful because it will introduce a new era in tourist attractions and generally in 
Tourism industry. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes, I think but I cannot tell you for sure. I have to try it first. 
14th Interview: Woman, Age 40 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Friends and relatives mostly 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Sometimes  
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
I use my smartphone 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Very rarely 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
No 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I think it can be helpful 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes probably. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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Of course The services provided can be easily monitored and change so the visitors will be more 
satisfied. They will choose to visit places even not so popular but based on their preferences so 
they will spend their money wisely.  And on the whole they will have better experiences.  
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
I find more interesting when I personally find amazing attractions that most people do not know. 
I don’t like having all the information automatically on my screen let alone I am afraid it is not 
very safe. I admire technological improvements but this is too much for me.  
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
It can be especially for the attractions that aren’t very popular and people will have the chance to 
explore large cities within even a weekend. 
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available?  
Yes technology is good as a tool not let it deciding for you. 
15th Interview: Woman, Age 37 
1. Do you visit tourist attractions when you travel? 
Yes that’s why I travel 
2. How do you get information about the places you want to visit? 
Family and friends 
3. Do you search online before deciding which places are you going to visit? 
Yes but not so often 
4. Do you use smart devices or any application when you travel? 
Just the GPS 
5. Do you read reviews? How often and how these reviews can affect your decision? 
Yes but I prefer listen to people I know 
6. Do you write reviews? How often? 
No 
7. What would you think if there was a more responsive environment in tourist attractions? 
I do not know how this environment would be like. 
8. Do you know what Internet of Things is? 
No 
9. Here are some possible applications of IoT in tourist attractions. Tell me which of them do you 
find useful and important? 
 Interactive screens outside the attraction in order visitors to evaluate the whole experience 
and make suggestions 
 Providing smart devices inside the attractions so as the tourist can use the smart environment 
even if they do not have one or do not want to use it 
 Changing the conditions inside the attractions (e.g. heating, lighting) after the observation of 
tourists’ reactions (e.g. mood, behavior, age) 
 Suggestions for tourist attractions, close to your location, are automatically appeared on your 
smart device, based on your personal interests and preferences on social media 
 Information automatically appeared on your smart device during your visit in an attraction in 
order to have personalized guided tour 
10. Do you think this environment will enhance the travel experience? Why? 
Yes in many aspects but importantly it will provide more services. 
11. Do you believe that there will be advantages by applying these methods in Tourism Industry? 
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I like spending my money in places that I am interesting so in that aspect these applications 
would be useful. Furthermore, I want to see as many sights as possible and all this automation 
will save money. And of course I will enjoy the personalized tours inside the attractions. 
12. Can you tell some challenges/ threats in IoT environment in Tourism? 
It will be difficult from many people to adjust I such new environment. I am not sure it is very safe 
and although I think it will be helpful I am bit worried about new technologies and all this 
automation in every aspect of ourlives.   
13. Do you believe that it is vital to use IoT in tourist attractions? Why? 
It can transform them into something different more modern and I is good because it will attract 
more young people who find attractions and especially the traditional ones very boring.  
14. Would you still search online for information regarding tourist attractions even such an 
environment was available? 
Although I do not do very often of course I will keep searching. IoT is a tool to have better 
holiday, it cannot replace use and your decisions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
